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Thanks largely to easy-to-use design
tools, fuzzy logic is now gaining a
foothold in embedded systems.

Although large numbers of commercial fuzzy-
logic applications have yet to materialize
(especially in the US), numerous successful

test projects indi-
cate that many
fuzzy products will
soon follow. For the
most part, product
developers will
implement these
products in sur-
prisingly compact
code in convention-
al micro controllers
(fLCS).

Real commercial
applications, how-
ever, require that
fuzzy tools

do more than just aid the design
process. Because fuzzy code almost
always coexists with conventional code
in embedded systems, fuzzy tools
must help combine the two. Increas-
ingly, the tools are doing just that.

Fuzzy logic is slowly
catching on, and fuzzy
design tools are getting
better: They don't iust
help design fuzzy logic,
they let you create com-
plete embedded systems.

Better system capabilities
The latest fuzzy-logic tools provide

substantial improvements in system-
development capabilities. Intel's
Fuzzybuilder, for example, merges
fuzzy tools with Apbuilder, a software
tool that automatically generates
peripheral-initialization code for
MCU-96 fLCS.Also included is Model-

Fig l-Simulators in fuzzy-logic tools can
draw control-surface plots to show system
response. Byte Dynamics' Fuuy L~gic
Designer drew t~isplot.

builder, a software package that lets you cre-
ate a system-level application model without
writing any code. The fuzzy part of Fuzzy-
builder comes from Inform, which also sup-
plies a remote real-time debugger for fuzzy
applications. Similarly, Togai InfraLogic
includes remote debugging in its tools' capa~
bilities.

Fuzzy tools are also linking with other
tools: some fuzzy, some not. For example,
Fuzzy Systems Engineering's Fuzzy Knowl-
edge Builder (previously Manifold Graphics
Editor) now creates input to ByteCraft's
Fuzz-C Preprocessor, thus linking a front-
end fuzzy design tool to a C-like language
that appeals to designers already versed in
conventional system development. For Win-
dows-based applications, HyperLogic's Cubi-
Calc and some other fuzzy tools now link
fuzzy programs to other programs via
dynamic data exchange (DDE).



Fuzzy-logic tools
Because the adaptation-oCfuzzy

logic has been slower than expected,
some fuzzy-tool manufacturers are
scrambling to survive. As a result,
choosing the right fuzzy tools to
use-difficult enough in itself-can
be complicated by concerns over
whether or not a tool provider will
remain viable.

Companies suffering most from the
sluggish pace of fuzzy logic's commer-
cial proliferation are those that have
concentrated ::!ulely Ull rU:G:Gy-luglc
products. Togai InfraLogic, Aptronix,
and NeuraLogix, for example, have all
put a great deal of effort into fuzzy
products that have been slow to take
off. As a result, Togai has scaled back,
Aptronix has branched into fuzzy-logic
consulting, and NeuraLogix has relo-
cated from Florida to California's Sili-
con Valley. Of all the companies con-
centrating exclusively on fuzzy-logic
tools, only pioneer HyperLogic has
remained healthy. Other companies
with fuzzy tools either augment their
income with consulting and training in

fuzzy logic or have developed fuzzy
tools as an outgrowth of regular
business.

Semiconductor partnerships
Semiconductor companies with a

stake in fuzzy logic-notably compa-
nies that manufacture f.LCs-have
formed relationships with third-
party tool vendors. Inform, a German
company that has offices in the US, is
the most prominent of the third par-
l1e::!,havIng <!lltuLlillhed purtnenhipl!i
with Intel, SGS-Thomson, Siemens,
Texas Instruments (for fuzzy DSP
applications), and Microchip Tech-
nologies. Chip-maker Hitachi has a
partnership with Togai, as does VLSI
Technology. Motorola works with
Togai, Aptronix, and Hiware and also
has in-house tool development. Of all
the major chip makers, only National
Semiconductor has developed its
fuzzy tools solo.

Europe and Japan are well ahead of
the US in fuzzy applications, and
Europe, not surprisingly, is a major

Fig 2-Membership functions take a variety of shapes, as this selection screen from GTS
Trautzl's FS-Fuzzysoft shows. The most commonly used functions are triangular and
trapezoidal.

source of fuzzy design tools. Inform i
the best known of the fuzzy compa
nies, but Switzerland's Hiware is nO'
getting attention from its allianc
with Motorola. Another Swiss compf
ny, Fuzzysoft, also develops fuzz
tools; it markets through GTS'Traul
zl GmbH of Germany.'Togethel
European and American fuzzy-toe
vendors add up to a siza,ble numb£
(Table 1).

Even some enthusiastic developers (
fuzzy application. have been slow 1
adopt fuzzy tools, however. You can g,
by without special tools, they repor
because fuzzy-logic software isn't f
that complicated (Ref 1). Typical fuz:
controllers often run in only a few hu
dred bytes of code.

But to ignore the benefits of fuz:
tools, say other developers, is to igno
the benefits of fuzzy logic' itself. Fa
prototyping is one of fuzzy logic's ma
strengths, according to fuzzy-desig
consultant David Brubaker, and prot
typing is where fuzzY' tools work be~
Tools that can simulate a fuzzy desigr
performance are especially useful, sa,
Brubaker. The simulator in HyperLo
ic's CubiCalc often assists Brubaker
quick feasibility studies, which tu:
into actual !!esign projects.

Multiple capabilities
Various fuzzy design tools provi

one or more of several capabilities:
• Help to design a fuzzy control s~

tern with CASE (computer-aid.
software-engineering) capabiliti

• Simulate a fuzzy design to help v:
idate it, as previously mentioned

• Generate code, in C or in varia
assembly languages, for implemel
ing a fuzzy design

• Help to merge the fuzzy code wi
other code

• Help debug the entire system.
Using fuzzy tools to design a' fuz

controller requires knowing how fuz
logic works (Refs 2 to 5). Essential
says Brubaker, you have to learn how
work in a different domain. tFortunal
ly, that domain offers'advantages tl
make your effort to learn worthwhi

Different tools support the vario
fuzzy design steps in a range of way~
and to varying degrees. At a minimu
however, all tools let you do thr
things: define fuzzy input and outJ



'iables; specify fuzzy sets (also called
mbershlp functions or adjectives)
It correlate fuzzy variables with
;zyvalues; and define linguistic rules
It describe the desired system
lavior.
)nce you have a fuzzy design, most of
~tools automatically generate code
implementing it. Usually, the code is
C or assembly language for one of a
mber of JoLCs.A few tools do provide
ler languages, however (see box,
~atures to look for"), including Basic,
rtran, and Ada. Often, fuzzy-tool-
nerated source code contains clear
planatory comments about the fuzzy
~rations it implements.

tning with a simulator
A simulator helps you "tune" your
~zy design. Tuning, an iterative
ocess of refining a fuzzy design, is
ually the most time-consuming part
creating a fuzzy system. Without
nulation, you can get into a lengthy
lp of design modifications, code gen-
ation, downloading, and debugging.
ith simulation, you see the results of
'sign changes almost immediately.
Simulators provide displays that
~monstrate system behavior. These
splaysinclude both 3D plots of control
,rfaces (also called decision surfaces)
Id 2D orthogonal slices through the
ntrol surfaces. The 3D plots usually
lOW one output variable as a function
'two input variables (Fig 1); alterna-
vely,they may show an error term as
function of inputs. Many simulators
t you alter plot perspective by chang-
Ig your apparent vantage point. To
rIp compare the results of changes on
ferent output variables, some simu-
ors also let you view multiple 3D
dows simultaneously.

With some tools, you can make
sign changes on the fly in the tuning

ess and see their simulated effects
mediately. Typical modifications
Jude changing the shapes of fuzzy
mbership functions, changing the
ues of variables, and defining new
ts.You can usually change rules, too,
ough some restrictions may apply.
example, with some tools, you may
eto restart the simulator when you
ge rules. With Togai's simulator,
can always delete and disable rules

; the fly, but you'll have to make pro-
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visions when you set up your system if
you want the option to add rules.

Remote, real-time debuggers help
wring out a fuzzy controller after it's
running in a target system. Like simu-
lators, real-time debuggers let you
alter, add, or delete membership func-
tions and rules. Unlike simulators,
these debuggers provide feedback from
the embedded system itself. A commu-
nications link exists, usually via an RS-
232C port, between the host and target
systems. Remote debuggers are avail-
able from Inform and Togai.

Features for fuzzy design
At the heart of most fuzzy tools is the

capability for creating the design for a
fuzzy control system. With features
such as graphics-based function editors
and linguistic fuzzy-rule editors, the
tools let you work intuitively in the
fuzzy domain, at a level of abstraction
above that of ordinary programming.

You begin a fuzzy design by specify-
ing input and output variables and by
defining membership functions. Mem-
bership functions typically have names
like "warm" (to describe, for example, a
measured temperature) or "fast." They

, express the fuzzy designer's intuitive
concept of which temperatures corre-
spond to "warm" and which speeds are
fast. Depending on the fuzzy tool, you
can create membership functions with
a graphics editor, a text editor, or both.

Membership functions can have
many different shapes (Fig 2), although
not all fuzzy tools support all shapes.
The most common shapes are triangles
(pyramids) and trapezoids (truncated
pyramids), which are usually symmet-
rical, but don't have to be. Membership
functions can have many other shapes
and even can be nonlinear, although
nonlinear functions usually get con-
verted to piecewise linear approxima-
tions when implemented in JoLCs.Output
membership functions (sometimes
called consequence functions) can also
include singletons, which denote fixed
values.

Simple membership functions, such
as those with triangular and trape-
zoidal shapes, are adequate for most
applications. In most cases, the smooth-
ness of system response depends more
on function overlap and defuzzification
technique than on function shape. Real-

Fig 3-Hedges modify membership func-
tions. Modifying an original triangular
function (a) by the hedge livery" yields (b);
modification by the 6edge "somewhat"
yields (c).

1/\

Fig 4-Applying a rule-activation level to
output membership functions results in two
types of scaling: by minimum (a), which
truncates the function, and br multiplication
(b), which retains its genera shape.

ly complex applications may require
more complex shapes and, most likely,
additional computing power-a 16-bit
controller instead of an 8-bit device, for
example. Nonlinear membership func-
tions are usually confined to worksta-
tio~s, says Brubaker. For JoLCimple-
mentations, storage and computational
costs are prohibitive.

F)l!lc.~i~nsJ)nfunctions
Some fuzzy design tools let you mod-

ify membership functions with
"hedges" to accentuate or diminish the



functions' effects. For example, the
hedge "very" intensifies a function's
effect; the hedge "somewhat" diminish-
es it (Fig 3). Different tools implement
hedges in different ways. Typically, an
intensifier such as "very" results from a
pointwise squaring of the modified
adjective; a diminisher such as "some-
what" results from a pointwise square
root.

The utility of hedges is akin to the'
utility of subroutines. For example,
instead of implementing several sepa-
rate membership functions, you can
save code by applying different hedges
to a single function. Also, like subrou-
tines, hedges aid conceptual under-
standing. Essentially, they apply a
function to a function.

To help you define the rules for con-
trolling a fuzzy system, fuzzy tools pro-
vide rule editors. These editors let you
express rules linguistically with "if-
then" statements. Some tools also pro-
vide matrix rule entry, which simplifies
rule input (you don't actually need to
write "if" and "then") and promotes
thoroughness.

Fuzzy rules may have single or mul-
tiple antecedents ("if" parts)' and con-
sequents ("then" parts). Rule operators
separate multiple antecedents. Virtual-
ly all tools provide an AND operator
(for statements such as "if temperature
is warm AND humidity is high"); other
tools may have additional operators
such as OR and NOT. Some tools also
allow parentheses to control the order
of term evaluation. The more flexibility
a tool offers in writing rules, the more
you can express rules in the way you

(b)

Fig S~ombining a rule's out~ut-member-
ship functions shows the rule's overall
effect. The combined result can be the max·
imum points of the two functions (a) or the
sum (Ii).
naturally think. (Do not assume, how-
ever, that having fewer rules with more
terms is better. Sometimes, reducing
the number of rules is more trouble
than it's worth.)

What the fuzzy code does
The code a fuzzy tool generates must

perform all the steps required of a
fuzzy-logic controller. These steps
include fuzzification (to convert input
"crisp" values to fuzzy values), infer-
encing (application of fuzzy rules), and
defuzzification (to determine crisp out-
put values). Different tools perform the
steps in different ways, and some indi-
vidual tools provide choices of methods
for some steps.

Fuzzification determines member-
ship degrees (from 0 to 1) of input vari-
ables in fuzzy sets, which are denoted
by input membership functions (partial
membership is permissible in fuzzy set
theory). For a simple single-antecedent
rule, the degree of membership deter-
mines the degree to which the rule is
active or the degree to which the rule's
specified output actions occur. The
methods the fuzzy tools provide for
determining degree of membership
range from simple table look-up to
interpolation to computation of nonlin-
ear functions. Obviously, the different
methods make different demands on a
fuzzy system for memory and computa-
tional power.

For multiple-antecedent rules, fuzzy
inferencing combines the effects of all
antecedents to determine a rule's over-
all effect. For two antecedents separat-
ed by an AND operator, the result most
fuzzy tools supply is the minimum of
the antecedents' degrees of member-
ship in their respective fuzzy sets. For
antecedents separated by an OR opera-
tor, the result is usually the maximum
of the two numbers. Some tools (FS-
Fuzzysoft, for example) provide more
than simple minimum and maximum
choices, but using this type of tool is
probably beyond a novice designer's
capabilities.

A rule's activation level, determined
by combining antecedents' effects,
applies to the rule's output membership
function(s) to determine how much the
rule contributes to system behavior. (In
simple terms, the degree of truth of a
rule's "if" part determines the degree

LOOKING AHEAD
One advantage fuzzy logic has over conventional control sys-
tems is its flexibility in accommodating fairly broad variations
in system parameters. In the future, however, fuzzy logic will
be even more flexible. The components of a fuzzy system will
be variable-rather than fixed-so the system itself can change
as conditions change.

In adaptive fuzzy-logic systems, rules and fuzzy sets (mem-
bership functions) can change on the fly. Some fuzzy design
tools may add support for adaptive systems as early as this
year, although many fuzzy designers may not be ready yet for
that next level of abstraction.

Although many designers still are learning how to use
fuzzy logic's most basic capabilities, the long.range trend
will be toward creating more sophisticated systems. For

example, fuzzy-logic consultant David Brubaker reports
already having designed a system with two fuzzy con
trollers-one that actually provides system control and·
another that adapts the first one to changing conditions.
The combination of fuzzy control and conventional pro·
portional-integral-differential (PID) control will also be
more prevalent. An adaptive system could even use a fuzzy
controller to adapt a PID controller to changing conditions.
Eventually, genetic algorithms will help fuzzy systems
adapt.

In the meantime, the use of neural networks with fuzzy sys-
tems will grow. And that growth will be assisted by more and
better fuzzy design tools with neural-net modules. I



of application of the rule's specified out-
put actions.)
~ Application of the rule activation
level to the output membership func-
tion most often occurs in one of two
ways (Fig 4): clipping (sometimes
called scaling via minimum) or scaling
(also called scaling via multiplication).
If your fuzzy tool provides a choice,
determining which scheme to use can
depend on your having a good working
knowledge of fuzzy logic. However,
some tools that offer both schemes
help you make a choice according to the
type of application you're designing.
HyperLogic's CubiCalc, for example,
defaults to the multiplicative scaling
option if you've specified that the sys-
tem you're designing should have a
smooth response. Alternatively, the
purpose of some fuzzy systems is to
make distinct choices, in which case
the response should not necessarily be
smooth.

Schemes for combining rules
To determine the combined effects

of all rules, fuzzy inferencing com-
bines output fuzzy sets (consequents)
to create a resultant fuzzy set. Again,
various combination schemes exist;
CubiCalc's options (Fig 5) illustrate
the general idea. In Fig 5, the combi-
nation of two sets may result in the
maximum point-by-point values of the

Fig 6-Defuzzification converts combined
outrut-membership functions to a single
rea value. Two common methods select out-
put values from a centroid (a) and the point
of maximum height (b).

two sets, the added pointwise values,
or simply the "best" of the two sets. In
general, "max" and "sum" tend to be
better for continuous response, and
"best" is better for distinct choices.
The CubiCalc user's manual offers
more detail.

Ultimately, the process of defuzzifi-
cation computes a "crisp," numerical
output value from scaled and combined

membership functions. This process,
like others, can occur in a variety of
ways (Fig 6). One method, usually
called the centroid method, computes
the center of gravity of combined,
scaled-output membership functions.
Other methods include variations that
involve the maximum height of the
resultant consequent. As with other
stages of the fuzzy process, the pre-
ferred method sometimes depends on
whether you need smooth results or
whether you are selecting from. dis-
crete choices. The centroid is good for
smooth results but somewhat compute
intensive.

Knowing which fuzzy options to use,
or even which ones to require in a
fuzzy design tool that you buy,
depends on a level of knowledge too
great for an article of this length to
convey. However, it's often true that
fuzzy logic's robustness enables you to
create a very good controller even if
you haven't made all the best possible
choices. Most important, according to
many fuzzy designers, is simply to get
started in fuzzy logic. Experience is
the best teacher.

You can learn fuzzy logic in different
ways. Most fuzzy-tool vendors have
inexpensive, limited-capability ver-
sions of their products, which you can
learn to use hands-on. Some of the
tools' user's manuals also contain good

Unless you're ahead of most others on the learning curve,
you probably won't need fuzzy-logic design tools with the
most exotic features. Your primary concern, in fact, might
simply be what processors the generated fuzzy code will
run on.

Most fuzzy tools are available in versions for generating
ssembly-Ianguage code for nume~ous jJ.Cs. Other tools pro-
uc od or Texas Instruments TMS320 OSPs and for fuzzy

rs and .coprocessors from VlSI Technology and Neu-
Talogix. Most tools also generate C code.

In addition to C, some tools produce code in other high-level
languages. Fuzzle, from Modico, generates Fortran; Fuzzy
Knowledge Builder, from Fuzzy Systems Engineering, gener-
ates both fortran and Basic. RT/Fuzzy Module, part of a larg-
er system.:cJevelopment package from Integrated Systems, pro-
(juces C and Ada code. The Fuzz-C Preprocessor from
ByteCraft lets you write in a C-Iike language created lust for
fuzzy systems. .

A simulator is an especially good feature to have in a
fuzzy tool. Simulators are available in many tools; some

others can lin to separate simulators, such as Matlab.
A matrix rule editor is also nice. Implemented first by Fuzzy

Systems Engineering, this feature is now in several other tools.
A matrix editor simplifies rule entry and promotes thoroughness
by displaying your entire rule base in tabular form.

A graphical membership-function editor can be helpful,.
although sometimes a text editor is more convenient. Try to
select a tool with both-<md then take your pick.

Membershl nctions more compleJ;Cthan triangles and
trapezoids may go unused until you're a fuzzy expert, but they
do reflect a tool's sophistication. Similarly, hedges are for the
well initiated.

A remote real-time debugger will appeal to engineers with
embedded-system experience. Unlike simulators, real-time
debuggers let you know what's happening in the processor that
runs your fuzzy code.

The control'systems specialist may benefit from FS·
Fuzzysoft (GTS Trautzl), which allows mixing of classical and
fuzzy techniques.



tutorial information, and many fuzzy
tool companies offer training in fuzzy-
logic design.

Automation via neural nets
You may be able to bypass some

learning by using a tool with neural-
network capabilities. The neural nets in
these products can "learn" how a sys-
tem should work by processing large
numbers of input and output data sets.
With that knowledge, the tools then
generate the code for a fuzzy system
with much less user involvement than
would otherwise be required. Neural-
net tools for fuzzy applications are
available from Inform, Motorola,
National Semiconductor, and Togai.
National recently updated its offering
to produce C code; the earlier version
generated only assembly code for COP8
controllers.

If neural nets spare you the effort of
learning fuzzy logic, however, they may
exact a price in demanding at least a
rudimentary knowledge of neural net-
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works. They can also require large
amounts of computing time to do their
learning.

As wIth every new discipline, fuzzy
logic has a learning curve. It's not a ter-
ribly steep curve, though, according to
many fuzzy designers; it just requires
putting in the time and effort to shift into
a new mind set. Most designers who have
made the effort say it's worth it. li~ooliiJl
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